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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

In order that a democratic country might progress and
its citizens fulfill their duties, our forefathers saw the

need for an education of all the people and made proper pro-

visions to carry out this plan. The Legislature of Texas was

given full control in securing the public school finances,

A general diffusion of knowledge being essential
to the preservation of the liberties and rights of people,
it shall be the duty of the Legislature of the state toestablish and make suitable provisions for the support
and maintenance of the efficient system of public free
schoolsl

Provision was also made for Texas to establish and main-

tain separate schools for white and for colored children,

Separate schools shall be provided for the white
and for colored children and impartial provision shall
be made for both.2

It is the common opinion of the people of Texas that an

impartial provision has not been made for the colored schools

by the school districts. For this reason, this study has been

attempted to determine the status of both the white and color-

ed public schools of Texas,

Public School Law ofTexas (193S), Article VII, Sec. 1.
2Public!School Law of Texas (1938), Article Vii, Sec . 7.

1
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Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine the status of

the educational opportunities of the white and the colored

child in the State of Texas during the year of 1935-36 and

to locate the inequalities, if any exist, with reference to:

(I) building equipment, (2) transportation, (3) library facili-

ties, (4) salary of teachers, (5) experience of teachers, (6)

certification of teachers, (7) tenure of teachers, (8) average

daily attendance of pupils, (9) teacher-pupil ratio, (10) per

pupil cost of instruction, (11) age-grade distribution, and

(12) age of pupils when graduated.

Limitations and the Source of Data

In determining the status of the colored and white schools,

a group of fifty independent school districts and the common

schools of ten counties were selected on the basis of enroll-

ment ratio of white to colored. Ten of the independent school

districts had a ratio of enrollment of fifty white pupils to

fifty colored pupils. The next ten independent school districts

had a ratio of enrollment of sixty white pupils to forty color-

ed pupils. The ratio of enrollment of another ten independent

school districts was seventy white pupils to thirty colored

pupils. Another ten independent school districts had a ratio of

eighty white pupils enrolled to twenty colored pupils enrolled.

The last ten independent school districts had an enrollment

ratio of ninety white pupils to ten colored pupils. The common
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schools of ten counties, selected on the same basis with two

counties in each ratio, were used in the study. All the schools

in the state were also used in the study.

The data were collected from the State Department of

Edjaptin,..enty -Ninth :.ienia~l Re , Public Sch ool Direc-

tor and the annual reports of the school superintendents as

found in the office of the State Department of Education in

Austin.

Treatment of Data

Data were grouped into five divisions according to the

ratio of white pupils to colored pupils enrolled. Group I con-

tained the independent school districts with a fifty to fifty

ratio. Group II contained the independent school districts with

a sixty to forty ratio. Group III contained the independent

schools with a ratio of seventy to thirty. Group IV contained

the independent schools with an eighty to twenty ratio. Group

V contained the independent schools with a ninety to ten ratio.

The common schools of the ten counties were also grouped accord-

ing to the same ratio of enrollment with two counties in each

group. The common schools are grouped under the heading of

County I and County II, in each group, thus making five divisions,

as were made in the independent schools,

Chapter I defines the purpose of the study; sets forth the-

limitations; explains the source of data; and discusses the
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treatment of data.

A comparison of building evaluation Per pupil enrolled

in the white and colored schools in fifty independent schools,

in the common schools of ten counties, and in the whole state

is made in Chapter II.

In Chapter III, a comparative study is made of the value

and volumes of libraries in the white and colored schools of

fifty independent districts, of the common schools in ten coun-

ties, and of the whole state.

A comparison of white and colored teachers in fifty inde-

rendent schools, in the common schools of ten counties and in

the whole state is made in Chapter IV. The discussion in-

cludes the following data: annual salaries, certification, teach-

ing experience, and teaching tenure.

Chapter V deals with a comparison of the white and colored

pupils. Data on average daily attendance, teacher-pupil ratio,

and cost of instruction per pupil enrolled is given on pupils

in fifty independent districts, in the common schools of ten

counties, and in the whole state. Data on transportation,

age-grade distribution, and graduation-age is given on all pu-

pils in the whole state of Texas.

Conclusions and recommendations are set forth in Chapter

VIe



CHAPTER II

BUILDING EVALUATION

A comparison of the building evaluation of the white

and colored schools is an interesting phase of this study.

For the comparison, fifty independent schools and the common

schools of ten counties were selected. The fifty independ-

ent schools were put into five groups, with ten in each group,

according to the ratio of enrollment of the white to colored

pupils. The common schools of ten counties were selected on

the same basis and also placed in five groups with two counties

in each group. These were placed at the bottom of the table

under the heading of County I and County II. This same scheme

was followed in all the tables where these schools were used.

The figures in Table I were determined by dividing the total

enrollment in the school into the total building value of the

school. The data in Table 2 was found by dividing the total

enrollment in the state into the total building value of the

state.

After a careful study of Table 1, it was found that there

was no correlation between the building value per pupil, and

the ratio of the white to colored pupils enrolled, For this

reason, the independent schools will not be discussed in

separate groups.

A
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In table 1, it was found that the highest building value

per pupil enrolled in the white independent schools was $311,

while the highest building value per pupil enrolled in the

colored schools was $117. Thirty of the fifty white schools

had a building value over $117 per pupil enrolled. The low-

est building value per pupil enrolled in the white independ-

ent schools was 30.00. There were thirty of the fifty col-

ored independent schools with a building value less than

$30.00 per pupil enrolled. One district with seventy pupils

enrolled had no building evaluation given. Evidently the

district did not own a building or the value was so small

that it was not reported. The building value of three

colored schools was $3 per pupil enrolled. The average

value of the buildings per pupil enrolled in the fifty white

independent schools was $142.80, while it was $39.60 per

pupil enrolled in the colored schools. This was a ratio of

3.6 to 1 and a difference in the average building value per

pupil enrolled of $103.20.

In table 1, it was found that in the common schools of the

ten counties studied the value per pupil enrolled was more near-

ly equal for white and colored schools. This was most like-

ly due to the low building value of the white common schools.

The highest building value of the white common schools in

any one of the ten counties was found to be $90.00 per pupil

enrolled. There was one county which had a building value

of $8 per pupil in the white common schools and a building
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value of 8 per pupil in the colored common schools. This

was the only case in the study where the white and colored

schools had the same building value per pupil. The average

value of the buildings in the white common schools was $52

per pupil enrolled, while in the colored common Schools

it was $14 per pupil enrolled. This was a ratio of 3 to 1

and a difference in the average building value of 28 per

pupil.

TABLE 2

A COMPARISON OF THE VALUE OF BUILDINGS PER PUPIL ENROLLED
IN ALL THE WHITE AND COLORED SCHOOLS IN THE STATE

Districts White Colored

Independent $173:49 $ 58.14

Common Schools 85.39 18.86

Total 146L.1342.67

Table 2 gives the data for the value of buildings per

pupil in the state as a whole. From these data, it is seen

that the average value of buildings per pupil enrolled in

the white independent schools was $173.49 and in the colored

independent schools $58.14. This was three times as much

for the white pupils as for the colored pupils. In the

common school districts of the state, the building value per

pupil enrolled in the white schools was $85.39, while in the

colored schools it was $18.86, or a ratio of 4.5 to 1. When

all the schools in the state were considered, the average
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value of buildings per pupil enrolled was $146.83 in the white

schools and $42.67 in the colored schools.

The findings in regard to the value of school buildings

per pupil enrolled may be summarized as follows: The average

building value per pupil enrolled in the fifty independent

schools ranges from $30 to $311 in the white schools and from

$3 to $117 in the colored schools. The average building value

per pupil enrolled in these districts was $142.80 in the white

schools and $39.60 in the colored schools. From this data,

it is seen that the building value per pupil enrolled was

about four times as much in the white independent schools

as in the colored independent schools.

In the common schools of the ten counties, the average

building value per pupil enrolled ranges from $t to $90 in

the white schools and from $8 to $33 in the colored schools.

The average for the ten counties was $52 per pupil enrolled in

the white schools and $14 per pupil enrolled in the colored

schools, or again a ratio of about 4 to 1.

In the state, the average building value per pupil en-

rolled was 146.83 in the white schools and $42.67 in the

colored schools, or a ratio of 3.5 to 1.

From these data, one would be safe in concluding that

about 3.5 times as much per pupil is being spent on school

buildings for white pupils as is being spent for colored

pupils.



CHAPTER III

LIBRARIES

Introduction

The recent curriculum revision movement in Texas has

awakened many teachers and laymen to the value of libraries.

The writer made a study of the number of library volumes in

the schools of Texas and the value of these libraries.

Number of Volumes in Libraries

The figures in Table 3 were derived by dividing the

total enrollment of a school into the total number of volumes

in the library of the same school. This was done for each of

the fifty independent schools and each of the ten counties

studied. The figures in.table 4 were derived by dividing the

total enrollment of all the schools in the state into the

total number of library volumes in all the schools of the

state,

A thorough study of table 3 did not indicate a correla-

tion between the number of volumes per pupil enrolled and

the ratio of the white to colored pupils enrolled. Hence,

the independent schools will not be discussed by groups.

Table 3 showed that the greatest number of library vol-

umes in any one of the fifty white independent schools was

12.4 per pupil enrolled, while the greatest number of library

10
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volumes in any one of the colored independent schools was

4.4 volumes per pupil enrolled. The least number of volumes

in the white independent schools was .5 volumes per pupil

enrolled. There were twenty-three of the fifty colored

schools with a library of less than .5 volumes per pupil en-

rolled. There were ten colored independent 'schools with no

libraries in the schools. The average number of library

volumes in the fifty white independent schools was 2.87 vol-

umes per pupil enrolled, while it was .75 volumes per pupil

enrolled in the colored schools.

As seen in table 3, the greatest number of library

volume s per pupil enrolled in the common schools of any one

county was 6.4 volumes in the white schools and .8 volumes

in the colored schools. The least number of library volumes

in the white common schools, in any one county, was .4 volumes

per pupil enrolled, while in the colored common schools there

were two counties which did not report a school library.

The average number of volumes in the ten counties was 2.2 vol-

umes per pupil enrolled in the white schools and .2 volumes

per pupil enrolled in the colored schools. This was a ratio,

of 11 to 1 in favor of the white schools.

The findings for the whole state are found in Table 4.
It was found that the libraries in the white independent

schools had 3.293 volumes per pupil enrolled while the librar-

ies in the colored independent schools had .675 volumes per
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pupil, or approximately five times as many for the white

pu il as for the colored pupil. In the libraries in the common

school districts there were 2.167 volumes per pupil enrolled

in the white schools and .341 volumes per pupil enrolled in

the colored schools, or nearly six times as many for each

white pupil as for each colored pupil. When the whole state

was considered, it was found that the libraries in the white

schools had 2.941 volumes per pupil enrolled, while the col-

ored schools had .544 volumes per pupil enrolled. Thus it

was seen that the libraries in the white schools of the state

had 5.4 times as many volumes per pupil enrolled as did the

colored schools.

TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF VOLUMES IN THE LIBRARIES,
PER PUPIL ENROLLED, IN WHITE AND COLORED SCHOOLS OF TEXAb

IN 1935-36

Districts White Colored

Independent 3.293 .675

Common Schools 2.167 .341

The findings in regard to the number of library volumes

per pupil enrolled may be summarized as follows:

The average number of library volumes per pupil enroll-

ed in the fifty independent schools ranged from .5 to 12.4

in the white schools, and from none to .8 in the colored

E

k
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schools. The average number of volumes per pupil rolled in
these districts was 2.87 in the white schools and .75 in the
colored schools. From this data, it is seen that the number
of volumes per pupil enrolled in the white independent

schools is about four times as many as the number of volumes
per pupil enrolled in the colored schools.

In the common schools, the average number of volumes

per pupil enrolled ranged from .4 to 6.4 in the white s chools
and from none to .8 in the colored schools. The average for

the ten counties was 2.2 volumes per pupil enrolled in the

white schools and .2 volumes in the colored schools. This

shows a ratio of eleven to one.

From these data, one can conclude that the white schools

had about five times as many volumes in their libraries

per pupil enrolled as the colored schools had.

Library Value

The figures in table 5 were derived by dividing the
total enrollment of the school into the total value of the

library, in the school. This was done for each of the fifty

independent schools and each of the ten counties. The figures

in table 6 were derived by dividing the total enrollment of
all the schools in the state into the total value of all the

libraries in the public schools of the state.
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It was found that there was a wide range in the library

value per pupil enrolled in both the white and the colored

schools. In the independent schools, the highest library value

per pupil enrolled was $16.67 in the white schools, and $5.99

in the colored schools. There were six white schools whose

library value per pupil enrolled was above the maximum library

value per pupil enrolled in any colored school. The lowest

library value per pupil enrolled in any white school was $ .22.

The lowest library value per pupil enrolled in any colored

school was zero. There were eleven of the fifty colored

schools that reported no library value. Thirty-seven of the

colored schools had a library value which was less than $1 per

pupil enrolled, while only one white school had a library value

that was less than $1 per pupil enrolled. The average library

value per pupil enrolled was $3.28 in the white schools and

$.79 in the colored schools, or a ratio of a little more than

4 to 1.

From table 5, it was found that in the common schools of

the ten counties, the highest library value in any one county

was $5.39 per pupil enrolled in the white schools and .88 per

pupil enrolled in the colored schools. The lowest library

value in the white common schools was $.42 per pupil enrolled

while in the colored schools it was zero. There were three

of the counties that had no colored school library value given.

The average library value per pupil in the ten counties was
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$2.25 in the white schools and $.25 in the colored schools.

TABLE 6

A COMPARISON OF VALUES OF THE LIBRARIES PER PUPIL ENROLLED
IN ALL THE WHITE AND ALL THE COLORED SCHOOLS IN 1935-36

Districts White Colored

Independent $3.29 $ .75

Common Schools 2.54 .42

Total 3.16 .62

Table 6 shows that the white independent schools in

Texas had an average library value of $3.29 per pupil en-

rolled, while the colored independent schools had an average

library value of .75 per pupil enrolled. The common schools

of the state had a library value per pupil enrolled of $2.54

in the white schools and $ .42 in the colored schools, or a

6 to 1 ratio. Considering all the schools in the state, it

was found that the white schools had a library value per

pupil enrolled of $3.16 while the colored schools had a library

value per pupil enrolled of $ .62. This showed that the

library value per pupil enrolled was five times as much in

the white schools as in the colored schools.

The findings in regard to the school library value per

pupil enrolled may be summarized as follows: The average

library value per pupil enrolled in the fifty independent

schools ranged from $.22 to $16.67 in the white schools, and



from zero to $5.99 in the colored schools. The average

library value per pupil enrolled in these districts was

$3.28 in the.rwhite schools and $.79 in the colored schools.

This shows that the value of libraries per pupil enrolled

in the white independent schools was about four times the

value of libraries per pupil enrolled in the colored inde-

pendent schools.

In the common schools of the ten counties the average

library value per pupil enrolled ranged from $.42 to $5.39 in

the whitE schools and from zero to $.SS in the colored

schools, The average library value per pupil enrolled in

the ten counties was $2.25 in the white schools and $.25

in the colored schools. This shows that the value of li-

braries per pupil enrolled in the white common schools in

the ten counties was.nine times the value of libraries per

pupil enrolled in the colored schools.

From these data, it may be concluded that about five

times as much per pupil is being spent on school libraries

in white schools as is being spent in colored schools.



CHAPTER IV

TEACHERS

Introduction

No discussion of the public school problem would be com-

plete without a consideration of the teachers.

This study has taken into consideration the salary, ex-

perience, certification and tenure of the white 
and the col-

ored teachers of fifty independent schools, the common schools

in ten counties and the teachers in the state as a whole

Teachers' Annual Salaries

The figures in table 7 were derived by dividing the total

number of teachers in the school into the total aggregate

annual salaries of all the teachers in the school.

The figures in table 8 were derived by dividing the total

number of teachers in the state into the total aggregate

annual salaries of all the teachers in the state.

Table 7 shows that the highest annual salary received

by a teacher in the fifty white independent schools was

$1384 and the highest annual salary received by a teacher 
in

the fifty colored independent schools was S120800.It was noted

that the particular district which paid the average annual

salary of $l208 to the colored teachers had ten white teachers

and two colored teachers. The white teachers each received

19
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$984 annually, while the colored teachers each received $1208,

annually. This was the only district in which the colored

teachers received a higher annual salary than the white

teachers. This high salary for the colored teacher may be

accounted for by the fact that the teacher-pupil ratio was

78 to 1 in the colored school, while it was 35 to 1 in the

white school. In the independent schools, the lowest average

annual salary received by the teachers was $657, while the

lowest average annual salary received by the colored teachers

was $276. Forty-seven of the fifty white independent schools

paid their teachers average annual salaries greater than $752

while only one colored school paid its teachers average an-

nual salaries greater than $752. The average annual salary

paid the teachers in the white independent schools was $1038

while the average annual salary paid teachers in the colored

independent schools was $566.

From Table 7, it was found that in the common schools of

the ten counties the highest annual salary per teacher for any

one county was $793 in the white schools and $608 in the col-

ored schools. The lowest average annual salary received by

white teachers in any one county was $630. The lowest average

salary received by the colored teachers in any one county was

$313. The average annual salary received by the teachers in

the white common schools of the ten counties was $696 and the

average annual salary received by the teachers in the colored
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common schools of the ten counties was $441.

TABLE 8

A CO PARISON OF THE AVERAGE ANNUAL SALARIES OF ALL THE WHITE
AND ALL THE COLORED TEACHERS DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR 1935-36

Districts White Colored

Independent $1,097 $675

Common 718 468

Total 950 581

In table 8, it was found that the average annual salary

received in the inde endent districts of the state was $1097

for white teachers and $675 for colored teachers. In the common

schools, the white teachers received an average annual salary

of $718 and the colored teachers received an average annual

salary of $468. The average annual salary for the entire

state was $950 for white teachers and $581 for colored teachers.

This shows that the colored teachers annual salary was

approximately one-hal: the whit e teachers? annual salary.

The findings in regard to the average annual salary per

teacher may be summarized as follows: The average annual salary

of the teachers in the fifty independent schools ranged from

$657 to $1384 in the white s schools and from $276 to $1208 in

the colored schools. The average annual salary of the teachers

in the fifty white independent schools was $696, while the

average annual salary of the teachers in the colored schools in

these districts was $441.
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In the common schools of the ten counties, the average an-

nual salary received by the white teachers ranged from $630 to

%793, while the average annual salary of the colored teachers

ranged from $ 3 1 3 to $60S. The average annual salary received

by the white teachers in the ten counties was $696 and the av-

erage annual salary received by the colored teachers was $ 441.
On the basis of this study, it would be safe to conclude

that the average annual salary of white teachers is about 1.5

times that of the average annual salary of colored teachers.

Certification of Teachers

Table 9 compares the certification of the white and col-

ored teachers in the fifty independent schools, It was found

that 46.2 no: cent of the white school administrators had

permanent certificates, based on college degrees, while 47.5
per cent of the colored administrators had permanent certifi-

cates, based on college degrees. When the class room teach-

ers were considered, it was found that 30.1 per cent of the

white teachers held permanent certificates and 22.8 per cent of

the colored teachers held permanent certificates based on col-

lege degrees. When the administrators and class room teachers

were combined, it was found that 11.8 per cent of the colored

teachers and 12.1 per cent of the white teachers received cer-

tificates on the basis of an examination. First class certifi-

cates were held by 9.5 per cent of the white teachers and

20.1 per cent of the colored teachers. Permanent certificates

based on college credits were held by 76.7 per cent of the
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TABLE 9

A COMPARISON OF THE CERTIFICATES HELD BY THE WHITE AND COLORED
TEACHERS IN THE FIFTY INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS IN 1935-36

Tye of Race Administrators Teachers Total
certificate

No. No atio.

State Certificates byExamination
2nd. Class
Elementary

2nd.
High

White
Colored

Class White
School Colored

1st
Grade

Permanent
Primary

Permanent
1st grade

Permanent

White
Colored

(White
(Colored

White
Colored

W hi to
Colored

9

3
4

12
2

5.3

1.8
10

7
5

1

1

8

60
11

23
21

139
11

.2

.1

1.6

3.2
2.3

1.3
13.1

17.4
2.3

1

.1

69
11

26
25

151
13

1.0

.1

1.5

3.4
2.1

1.3
4.7

7.3
2.5, , ..va .sa-.w ,., ,. .,

Certificates onCollegeCredits
Ist Class White 1 .6 54 4.4 85 4.1
Elementary Colored 1 2.5 64 4.3 65 12.3

1st Class hite 6 3,5 106 5,7 112 5.4
High SchoolColored 41 5.4 41 7.5

Permanent White 6 3.5 246 28.7 252 12.2
Elementary Colored 35 7.5 38 7.2

Permanent White 40 23.3 542 12.5 582 28.3
High School Colored 11 27.5 112 23 123 23.3

Permanent (Uhite 79 46.2 566 30.1 645 31.4
based on Colored 19 47.5 111 22.8 130 24.7
degree

Permanent White 15 8.5 55 4.6 100 4.8
based on (Colored 3 7.5 56 11.5 59 11.2
Normal

Special (White 35 2 35 1.7
(Colored 13 2.7 13 2.5
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TABLE 10

A COMPARISON OF THE CERTIFICATES HELD BY THE WHITE AND COLORED
TEACHERS IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS OF TEN COUNTIES DURING THE

SCHOOL YEAR OF 1935-36

Type of Race Administrators Teachers Total
certificate

No. No. % N. %

State CertificatesbyExamination
2nd. Class White 6 .5 T .5
Elementary Colored 13 3.4 13 3.3

2nd. Class White 2 .2 2 .2
High School(Colored 1 .3 1 .3

lst. White 1 .1 1 .1
Grade Colored

Permanent (mite 9 .7 9 .7
Primary (Colored 2 .6 2 .5

Permanent White 1 2.1 30 2.4 31 2.3
1st.Grade Colored 1 20 10 2.6 11 2.8

Permanent (White 5 10.2 28 2,2 33 2.5
Colored 18 4.6 18 6

Certificates on CollegefCredits
lst. Class White 335 26.2 335 25.3
Elementary Colored 162 41.7 162 41.2

1st Class White 8 16.4 336 26.3 344 26
High School(Colored 49 12.6 49 12.4

Permanent White 281 22.1 281 21.2
Elementary Colored 58 14.9 58 14.8

Permanent (White 10 20.4 97 7.6 107 8.1
High School(Colored 1 20 29 7.4 30 7.6

Permanent White 23 46.8 138 10.8 161 12.2
based on Colored 3 60 33 8.5 36 9.2
degree

Permanent White 2 4.1 8 .6 10 .8
based on Colored 12 3.1 12 3
Normal

Special White 3 .3 3 .2
Colored__ I . I .
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white teachers and by 66.4 per cent of the colored teachers.

Permanent certificates based on college degrees were issued

to 31.4 per cent of the white teachers and 24.7 per cent of

the colored teachers.

Considering both administrators and teachers in the

common schools of the ten counties, it was found that 6.3

per cent of the white teachers certificates were received

by examination. Forty-one per cent of the colored teachers

held first class elementary certificates, while 25.3 per

cent of the white teachers held the same type of certificates.

Twenty-six per cent of the white teachers held first 
class

high school certificates and 12.4 per cent of the colored

teachers held first class high school certificates. Perma-

nent certificates based on college credits were held by

42.3 per cent of the white teachers and 35 per cent of the

colored teachers. Twelve and two-tenths per cent of the

white teachers held permanent certificates based on a degree

and 9.2 per cent of the colored teachers held permanent cer-

tificates based on a degree.

Table 11 shows the data on the certificates issued to

all the teachers in the state as a whole. It was found

that 8.3 per cent of the white teachers and 10.2 per cent

of the colored teachers held certificates issued on the basis

of an examination. First class certificates were held by

28.8 per cent of the white teachers and 27.2 per cent of the
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TABLE 11

A COMPARISON OF THE CERTIFICATION OF TEACHERS IN ALL WHITE
SCHOOLS AND ALL COLORED SCHOOLS OF TEXAS IN 1935-36

Type of Race Administrators Teachers Total
certificate

No. %No. % N~o. %

State C rtificates by Examination
2nd. Class White 144 .3 144 .3
Elementary Colore 61 1.1 61 1

2nd Class White 65 .2 65 .2
High School Colore 13 .2 13 .2

1st. (White 2 .1 50 .1 52 .1
Grade (Colored 5 2.1 30 .5 35 .5

Permanent White 41 1.2 946 2.5 987 2.4
Primary Colore 1 .4 112 2 113 2

Permanent White 83 2.4 689 1.8 772 1.9
1st Grade Colored 13 5.6 239 4.2 252 4

Permanent White 221 6.5 1172 3.1 1393 3.4
Colore 12 5.1 140 2.5 152 2.5

Certificates on Cellege Credits
lst Class White 41 1.2 5830 15.3 5871 14.2
Elementary Colored 5 2.1 1598 28 1603 27

1st. Class White 324 9.5 5708 15 6032 14.6
High School Colore 10 4.3 624 11 634 10.7

Permanent White 78 2.3 6000 16 6078 14.6
Elementary Colore 2 .8 542 9.5 544 9.1

Permanent (White 743 21.9 7620 20 8363 20.2
High School (Colored 50 21.3 957 16.8 1007 17

Permanent (White 614 47.5 7945 20.9 9559 23.1
based on (Colored 111 47.2 919 16.1 1030 18
degree

Permanent (White 207 6.1 1322 3.5 1529 3.7
based on (Colore 26 11.1 412 7.3 438 7.3
Normal

Special White 44 1.3 496 1.3 540 1.3
(Colored_ 44 .8 4 .7



colored teachers. Permanent certificates were held by 61.6 per

cent of the white teachers and51., per cent of the colored. teach-

ers. Twenty-three and one-tenth per cent of the certificates held

by the white teachers were permanent certificates based on a col-

lege degree. Eighteen per cent of the certificates held by the

colored teachers were permanent certificates based on a degree.

The findings in regard to teachers certificates may be

su married as follo-s:

In the independent schools, 31.4 per cent of the white

teachers and 24.7 per cent of the colored teachers held per-

manent certificates based on college degrees.

In the common schools of the ten counties, 12.2 per cent

of the white teachers and 9.2 per cent of the colored teach-

ers held permanent certificates based on college degrees.

In the whole state, 23.1 per cent of the white teachers

and 1 per cent of the colored teachers held permanent certifi-

cates based on college degrees.

From these data, it is safe to conclude that the white

teachers had a higher percentage of permanent certificates based

on college degrees than the colored teachers had.

Experience of Teachers

The data in table 12 compares the teachers in the fifty

independent schools on the basis of experience. The white

independent schools had 4.6 per cent of their teachers with

one year's experience, while the colored schools had 2.8
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per cent of their teachers with one year's experience,

There were 55.3 per cent of the white teachers with one to

ten years of experience. There were 30.8 per cent of the white

teachers and 27 per cent of the colored teachers with eleven to

twenty years of experience. Thirteen and nine-tenths per cent

of the white teachers had twenty-one years or more teaching ex-

perience. Twenty-five and two-tenths per cent of the colored

teachers had twenty-one years or more teaching experience.

TABLE 12

A COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WHITE AND COLORED TEACH-
ERS IN THE FIFTY INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS IN 1935-36

Experience Race Administrators Teachers Total

No. No. 46 No .

1 Year White 4 2 95 5 99 4.6
Colored 14 3 14 2.8

2 Years (White 3 1.6 114 7 117 5.5
(Colored 21 5 21 4.3

3 Years White 2 1 103 5 105 5.1
Colored 1 2.3 26 6 27 5.8

4 Years (White 3 1.6 96 5 99 4.6
(Colored 1 2.3 21 5 22 4,5

5 Years (White 3 1.6 16c 8 163 7.8
(Colored 2 4.7 22 5 24 5.0

6-10 Years (White 43 22.6 544 28 587 27,7
(Colored 5 11.6 118 27 123 25.4

11-20 Years(White 64 33.6 585 30 649 30.8
(Colored 11 26 118 27 129 27

21 years (White 68 36 225 12 293 13.9
or over (Colored 23 5 t.1 22 122 25.2
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TABLE 13

A COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIENCE OF THE WHITE AND COLORED TEACH-
ERS IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS OF TEN COUNTIES IN 1935-36

Experience Race Administrators Teachers Total

_ _ _ __-_ _ M IilllIilliil i _ _ __| || lilillsm-allmlli ~e.,- | IIi.1,iI No .l~No .L L 1 No .
l Years

2 Years

3 Years

4 Years

5 Years

6-10 Years

11-21 Years

21 years
or over

White
Colored

(White
Colred

(White
Colored

(White
Colored

(White
Colored

(White
Colored

(White
(Colored

(White
Colored

3

1.

1

17

17
3

6
2

6.4

2.2

2.2

37

37
60

4)

154
27,

132
33

111
24

100
23

112
25

373
109

229
90

42
45

, , &

12.3
7.2

10.5

3.9
6.4

8
6.1

8.9
6.6

29.8
29

18.3
23.9

34.3
12

157
27

133
33

112
24

101
23

112
25

390
109

246
93

43
47

12.1
7.1

10.2
8.7

8.6
6.3

7.3
6.1

8.6
6.6

30
28.4

18.9
24.4

3.8
12.4

Table 13 shows data which enable one to compare the teach-

ers in common schools of the ten counties on the basis of ex-

perience. It was found that 12.1 per cent of the white teachers

and 7.1 pe" cent of the colored teachers had one year's teaching

experience. It was also found that 77.3 per cent of the white

teachers and 63.2 per cent of the colored teachers had one to

ten years o; teaching experience. In the white schools, 18.9

per cent of the teachers had eleven to twenty years of teaching

experience. Three and eight-tenths per cent of the white teach-

-Ma wmw~_--1.1__...r
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ers and 12.4 )er cent of the colored teachers had twenty-one

years or more teaching experience.

A COMPARISON OF THE
COLORED TEACHERS OF

TABLE 14

EXPERIENCE OF ALL THE WHITE
TTHE STATE DURING THE SCHOOL

AND ALL THE
YEAR OF 1935-36

Ex'erience Race Administrato-s Teachers Total

No. No.Z No. j

1 Year

2 Years

3 Years

4 Years

5 Years

6-10 Years

1-20.Years

21 years
Qrover

(White
Colored

(White
(Colored

(White
(Colored

ite
(Colored

(White
Colored

(white
Colored

White
Colored

aite
Colored

82

86
2

75
4

99.
6

130
6

934
40

1393
61

768
117

2.3

2.5
.9

2.1
1.7

2. 8
2.5

3.6
2.5

26.2
17

39
25.9

21.5
L9.

3374
374

3039
393

2924
392

2839
327

3015
386

11025
1535

9067
1544

2964
780

, g ' v -W w VW _ ,

Table 14 presents data which enable

8.8
6.5

7.9
6.9!

7,7
6. $

794
5.7

7.9
6.7

25.8
26. $

23.7
27

7.8
13.6

one to

3456
374

3127
395

2999
396

2938
333

3145
392

11959
1575

10460
1605

3732
897

compare

8.3
6.3

7.5
6.6

7.3
6.6

7.1
5.6

7.5
6.6

28.1
26.4

25.3
26.9

$.9

the

white and colored teachers of the entire state on the basis of

experience. Eight and three-tenths per cent of the white

teachers and 6.3 per cent of the colored teachers had one year

of experience. It was found that 65.8 .er cent of the white

teachers and 5 }.. per cent of the colored teachers had one to
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ten years of teaching experience. There were 25.3 per cent of

the white teachers and 26.9 per cent of the colored teachers

with eleven to twenty years of teaching experience. It was found

that 8.9 per cent of the white teachers and 15 per cent of the

colored teachers had twenty-one years or more teaching experience.

The findings in regard to teachers' experience may be sui-

marized as follows:

In the fif ty independent schools, 44.7 per cent of the

white teachers and 52 per cent of the colored teachers had over

ten years of teaching experience,

In the common schools of the ten counties, 22.7 per cent

of the white teachers and 36.8 per cent of the colored teach-

ers had over ten years of teaching experience.

In the state as a whole, it was found that 34.2 per cent

of the white teachers and 41.9 per cent of the colored teach-

ers had over ten years of teaching experience.

From these data, it may be concluded that the colored teach-

ers had longer teaching experience than the white teachers had.

Tenure of Teachers

In table 15, is found the data on teacher tenure in the

fifty independent schools. There were 17.1 per cent of the

white teachers and 11.4 per cent of the colored teachers with

one year of tenure. It was found that 72.2 per cent of the
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white teachers and 67.4 per cent of the colored teachers had

one to ten years of tenure. Twenty-one and eight tenths of

the white teachers had 19.8 per cent of the colored teachers

had eleven to twenty years of tenure. There were 6 per cent

of the white teachers and 12.8 per cent of the colored teach-

ers with twenty-one or more years of tenure,

TABLE 15

A COMPARISON 0F THETENURE OF THE WHITE AND COLORED TEACHERS
I FIFTY INDEPENDENT SCHOOLS OF TEXAS IN 1935-36

Tenure

1 Year

2 Year

3 Years

4 Years

5 Years

6-1 Years

11-20 Years

21 Years
and over

Race
.w...'

(Colored

(White
Colored

White
(Colored

White
Colored

(White
Colored

(White
(Colored

SWhite

Colored

(yite
C olored

Administrators

No.
28

2

17
1

10
3

8

8
4

43
17

39
9

28
9

15.5
4.4

9,4
2.2

5,5
6.7

4.4

4,4
8.9

23.8
37.8

21.5
20

15.;
20

Teachers

No.
331l

57

239
48

120
31

82
34

135
26

494
125

417
93

98
57

0

17.3
12,1

12.5
10.2

6.3
6.6

4.3
7.2

7
5.5

25.8
26.5

21.7
19.8

5.1
12.1

Total

359
59

256
49

130
34

90
34

143
30

537
142

456
102

126
66

17.1
11.4

12.2
9.5

6.2
6.6

4.3
6.6

6,8
5.8

25.6
27.5

21.8
19.8

6
12.8

Table

schools of
16 gives the data

ten counties,

on teacher tenure in the common

It was found that 34.8 per cent of

the white teachers and 18.5 per cent of the colored teachers

Ip1- a. pACY'e ~mn m a eoP a" "~ A .& a -+ r
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had one year of tenure. There were 97.8 per cent of the white

teachers and 92.8 per cent of the colored teachers with one

to ten years of tenure. It was also found that 2 per cent of

the white teachers and 5.6 per cent of the colored teachers

had eleven to twenty years of tenure. In the white schools,

.2 per cent of the teachers had twenty-one or more years of tenure,

while in the colored schools, 1.6 per cent of the teachers had

twenty-one or more years of tenure.

TABLE 16

A COMPARISON OF THE TENURE OF THE WHITE AND COLORED TEACHERS
IN THE COMMON SCHOOLS OF TEN COUNTIES IN 1935-36

Tenure Race Administrators Teachers Tota

No. No. %No.
1 Year White 14 30 446 35 460 34.8

Colored 66 19 66 18.5

2 Years White 9 19 276 21.7 285 21.6
Colored 73 21 73 20.5

3 Years (White 6 13 160 13 166 12.6
(Colored 1 20 59 17 60 16.8

4 Years White 5 11 100 $ 105 8
Colored 39 11 39 10.9

5 Years White 3 6 91 7 94 7.1
Colored 27 5 27 7.6

6-10 Years (White 8 17 173 13 181 13.7
(Colored 2 40 64 18 66 18.5

11-20 Year White 2 4 25 2 27 2
Colored 2 40 18 4.5 20 5.6

21 Years White 3 .3 3 .2
and over Colored 6 1.5 6 1.6
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Table 17 shows the data on the teacher tenure for the

state as a whole. It was found that 25.4 per cent of the white

teachers and 18.3 per cent of the colored teachers had one

year of tenure. There were 86.8 per cent of the white teachers

and 81.6 per cent of the colored teachers with one to ten years

of tenure. Ten and eight-tenths per cent of the white teach-

ers and 13.7 per cent of the colored teachers had eleven to

twenty years of tenure.

TABLE 17

A COMPARISON OF THE TENURE OF TEACHERS IN ALL THE WHITE AND
ALL THE COLORED SCHOOLS OF TEXAS IN 1935-36

Tenure Race Administrators Teachers Total

_____No. j No. A. No.
Year (White 611 17 10036 2 10647 25.4

Colored 25 11 1038 18 1063 18.3

2 Years (White 529 15 6650 16 7179 17.4
(Colored 13 6 810 14 823 14.1

3 Years White 318 9 3832 10 4150 9.9
Colored 18 8 611 11 629 10.6

4 Years (White 269 7 2667 6 2946 7.2
(Colored 10 4 456 8 466 7.9

5 Years White 278 8 2494 5 2772 6.6
Colored 11 5 437 7 448 7.6

6-10 Years White 885 25 7646 19 8531 20.3
Colored 60 25 1326 23 1386 23.1

11-20 Years White 456 13 4110 17 4566 10.8
Colored 51 21 785 14 836 13.7

21 Years (White 221 6 802 2 1023 2.4
or over Colored 48 20 268 3 16 .7
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It was found that 2.4 per cent of the white teachers and 4.7

per cent of the colored teachers had twenty-one or more years

of tenure.

The findings in regard to the tenure of teachers may be

summarized as follows: In the fifty independent schools, it

was found that 27.8 per cent of the white teachers and 32.6

per cent of the colored teachers had over ten years of tenure.

In the common schools of the ten counties, it was found

that 2.2 per cent of the white teachers and 7.2 per cent of

the colored teachers had over ten years of tenure.

In the state as a whole, it was found that 13.2 per cent

of the white teachers and 18.4 per cent of the colored teachers

had over ten years of tenure.

From these data, it is safe to conclude that the colored

teachers had longer tenure than the white teachers had.



CHAPTER V

PUPILS

Introduction

It is necessary to understand the status of the pupils

in order to determine the inequalities of the white and col-

ored schools. In this chapter, the transportation, average

aaily attendance, teacher-pupil r-atio, cost of instruction,

age-grade distribution and graduation age have been consider-

ed.

Average Daily Attendance

The figures in Table 18 were derived by dividing the total

enrollment of a school into the total average daily attendance

in that school.

In te independent districts, the highest average daily

attendance in any one of the white schools was 91 per cent,

while the highest average daily attendance in any one of the
colored schools was 85 per cent. The lowest average daily

attendance in any one of the white schools was 65 per cent
and in the colored schools 46 per cent. There were seventeen

of the fifty colored independent schools that had an average

daily attendance less than the average daily attendance in

the white schools with the lowest average daily attendance,

37
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The mean average daily attendance in the independent schools

was 77 per cent for the white schools and 68 per cent for the

colored schools.

Table 18 gives the data on the average daily attendance

in the common schools of the ten counties. It was found that

the highest average daily attendance in any one county was 93

per cent in the white schools and 79 per cent in the colored

schools, The lowest average daily attendance in the white

schools in any one of the ten counties was 66 per cent and in

the colored schools 48 per cent. The mean average daily at-

tendance was 75 per cent in the white schools and 63 per cent

in the colored schools.

TABLE 19

A COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE
IN ALL THE WHITE SCHOOLS AND ALL THE COLORED SCHOOLS IN

1935-36

Districts WhiteColored

Independent 82.3% 75.5%

Common Schools 75,5 70.8

Total 80.2 74

Table 19 contains data on the pupils' average daily at-

tendance in all the schools of the state. It was found that

in the independent schools, the white schools had an average

daily attendance of 82.3 per cent and the colored schools had
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an average daily attendance of 75.5 per cent. In the common

schools of the state, the average daily attendance was 75.5 per

cent in the white schools and 70.8 per cent in the colored

schools. When the independent and common schools of the state

were combined, it was found that the average daily attendance

was 80.2 per cent in the white schools and 74 per cent in the

colored schools.

The findings in regard to the average daily attendance may

be summarized as follows: In the fifty independent schools

the mean average daily attendance was 77 per cent in the white

schools and 68 per cent in the colored schools, or 9 per cent

higher in the white schools than in the colored schools.

In the common schools of the ten counties, the mean average

daily attendance was 75 per cent in the white schools and 63

per cent in the colored schools, or 12 per cent higher in the

white schools than in the colored schools.

In the state as a whole, the average daily attendance was

80.2 per cent in the white schools and 74 per cent in the color-

ed schools, or 5.8 per cent higher in the white schools than in

the colored schools.

From these data, one would be safe in concluding that the

white pupils had a higher average daily attendance than the col-

ored pupils had.

Teacher-Pupil Ratio

The figures in Table 20 were derived by dividing the total

enrollment by the number of teachers in the school.
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This was done for each of the fifty independent schools and

each of the ten counties. The figures in table 21 were derived

in the same way.

Table 20 gives the data on the teacher-pupil ratio in the

fifty independent schools for both white and colored schools.

The highest teacher-pupil ratio found in any one of the white

schools was 51.2 to 1, while in the colored schools it was 79

to 1. There were thirty of the fifty colored independent

schools that had a teacher-pupil ratio greater than 47 to 1.

The lowest teacher-pupil ratio found in any of the white schools

was 25.6 to 1, while in the colored schools, it was 21 to I.

The average teacher-pupil ratio was 35.5 to 1 in the white

schools and 51.1 to 1 in the colored schools. There was only

one white school that had a teacher-pupil ratio greater than

the average teacher-pupil ratio in the colored schools.

Table 20 gives the data on the teacher-pupil ratio in the

common schools in the ten counties. The largest number of

pupils per teacher in any county was 27.1 in the white schools

and 44 in the colored schools. Every county had a teacher-pupil

ratio in the colored schools greater than 27.1 to 1, which was

the maximum in the white schools. The lowest teacher-pupil

ratio was 21.3 to 1 in the white schools and 29.2 to 1 in the

colored schools. The average teacher-pupil ratio in the common

schools of the ten counties was 24.9 to 1 in the white schools

and 34.6 to 1 in the colored schools.
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TABLE 21

A COMPARISON OF THE TEACHER-PUPIL RATIO OF ALL THE WHITE AND
ALL THE COLORED SCHOOLS IN 1935-36

Districts White Colored

Independent 33.6 43,5

Common Schools 23.9 33.9

Total 30.3.2

Data on the teacher-pupil ratio for the state as a whole

is found in Table 21.

The white independent schools of the state as a whole had

33.6 pupils per teacher while the colored independent schools

had 43.5 pupils per teacher. In the common schools of the state,

the white schools had 23.9 pupils per teacher and the colored

schools had 33.9 pupils per teacher. When all the schools of

the state were considered, it was found that in the white

schools, there were 30.3 pupils per teacher and in the colored

schools, there were 39.2 pupils per teacher.

The data presented may be summarized as follows: In the

fifty independent schools, the average teacher-pupil ratio

ranged from 25.6 pupils per teacher to 51. pupils per teacher,

in the white schools, and from 21 pupils per teacher to 79

pupils per teacher in the colored schools. The average teacher-

pupil ratio was 35.5 pupils per teacher in the white schools

and 51.1 pupils per teacher in the colored schools. This was

15.6 pupils per teacher more in the colored schools than in the

white schools.
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In the coon schools of the ten countie s, the teacher-

pupil ratio ranged from 21.3 pupils per teacher in the white

schools to 44 pupils er teacher in the colored schools. It
is seen from these data that the colored schools had about 15

pupils more per teacher than the white schools had,

In the state as a whole, the average teacher-pupil ratio

was 30.3 pupils per teacher in the white schools and 39.2 pupils

uer teacher in the colored schools.

From these data, it is seen that the colored schools had

about ten more pupils per teacher than the white schools hd.

Cost of Instruction

The figures in Table 22 were derived by dividing the total

enrollment of a school into the total aggregate annual salary

of the teachers in the same school. This was done for each of
the fifty independent schools and each of the ten counties

The figures in table 23 were derived the same way, except all

the schools in the state were used in one group.

In table 22, it was found that the highest annual cost of

instruction per pupil enrolled in the white independent schools

was $48.52 a'd '20 in the colored independent schools. Thus it

is seen that more than twice as much was spent per pupil on

teachers salaries in white independent schools as was spent

per pupil on teachers? salaries in colored independent schools.

There were forty-four of the fifty white independent schools

that had a cost for instruction, per pupil enrolled, greater

than $20.
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The lowest cost of instruction per pupi enrolled in the white

schools was $16.77 and in the colored schools $4.17. It was

found that forty-seven of the colored independent schools had

a lower cost of instruction per pupil enrolled than $16.77,

which was the minimum for the white schools. There was only

one colored school with a cost of instruction per pupil en-

rolled greater than the state apportionment of $19. The aver-

age cost of instruction per pupil enrolled was $28.99 in the

white schools and $11.27 in the colored schools.

Table 22 gives the data for the common schools in the ten

counties. It was found that the highest cost of instruction

per. pupil enrolled in the white schools was $24.61, while in

the colored schools it was $8.97, or nearly a 3 to I ratio.

The average cost of instruction per pupil enrolled in the white

common schools was $27.91, while in the colored common schools,

it was $12.77.

Table 23 shows the per pupil cost of instruction for

the state as a whole. It was found that the cost of instruc-

tion per pupil enrolled in the white independent schools of

the state was $32.66 and in the colored independent schools of

the state, it was $15.52. In the common schools of the state,

the cost of instruction per pupil enrolled in the white schools

was $30.06 and in the colored schools $13.79. When all the

schools in the state were considered together, it was found
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that for each pupil enrolled in the white schools, $31.85 was

spent for instruction, while only $14.84 was spent for in-

struction per pupil enrolled in the colored schools. From

these data, it is seen that $4.16 of the $19 state apportion-

ment was not spent on the colored pupil's instruction, while

$12.85 more than the state apportionment was spent on the white

pupil's instruction.

TABLE 23

A COMPARISON OF THE COST OF INSTRUCTION PER PUPIL ENROLLED
IN ALL THE SITE AND ALL THE COLORED SCHOOLS IN 1935-36

Districts White Colored

Independent $32.66 $15.52

Common S cools 30.06 13.78

Total 31.85 14.84

The findings in regard to the per pupil cost of instruc-

tion may be summarized as follows:

The average annual cost of instruction per pupil enrolled

in the independent schools ranges from $16.77 to $48.52 in

the white schools and from $4.17 to $20.00 in the colored

schools. The average annual cost of instruction per pupil

enrolled in the independent white schools was $28.99 and $11.29
in the colored schools, From this data, it is seen that the

average annual cost of instruction per pupil enrolled in the

white independent schools was about 2.5 times the cost of in-



struction per pupil enrolled in the colored schools.

In the common schools of the ten counties, the average

annual cost of instruction per pupil enrolled ranged from.

$24.61 to $33.86 in the white schools and from $8.97 to $20.0

in the colored schools. The average annual cost of instruction

per pupil enrolled in the ten counties was $27.91 in the white

schools and $12.77 in the colored schools, or again a ratio

of more than 2 to 1.

In the state as a whole, the average annual cost of in-

struction per pupil enrolled was $31.85 in the white schools

and $14.84 in the colored s chools, or a ratio of more than

2 to 1.

From these data, one can conclude that about twice as

much per pupil is being spent on instruction for the white

pupils as is being spent for the colored pupils.

Transportation

In recent years, transportation has become a pertinent

and vital educational problem. This has resulted largely from

the recent consolidations of schools.

The findings regarding the cost of transportation per

pupil in all the schools of the state, both colored and white

are shown in table 24.

In 1935-36, the white independent schools transported

111,371 pupils at a total cost of $1,453,381, or a cost of

$13.05 per pupil transported. The colored independent schools
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transported 2,929 pupils at a cost of $18,479, or a cost of

$6.34 per pupil transported. This shows that the white in-

dependent schools spent over twice as much per pupil transport-

ed on transportation as did the colored independent schools.

The white common schools transported 109,392 pupils at a cost

of 1,304.421, or $12.25 per pupil transported while the color-

ed common schools transported 3,555 at a total cost of $28,798,

or $8.10 per pupil transported. When the whole state was con-

sidered, it was found that the white schools spent $12.66 per

pupil transported and that the colored schools spent $7.28 per

pupil transported. This showed that the white schools spent

$5.38 more per pupil transported than did the colored schools.

These data show further that nearly twice as much was spent

to transport a white pupil as was spent to transport a colored

pupil.

TABLE 24

A COMPARISON OF THE COST OF TRANSPORTATION PER PUPIL TRANS-
PORTED IN ALL THE WHITE AND ALL THE COLORED SCHOOLS

IN 1935-36

District Total Cost Number of pupil Cost of transporta-
transported ltonjer pupil

white Colored White Colored White Colored

Independent $1453381 l8479 111371 2,929 $13.05 $6.34
Co mon 1340421 28798 109392 3,555 12.25 8.10
School
Total 2793802147277 220763 6,484 12.66 7.28
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Age-Grade Distribution

Table 25 shows the age-grade distribution of all the

pupils enrolled in the state during the school year 1935-36.

The two red lines were drawn to enclose the students who are

in the proper grade, according to their chronological ages.

The pupils to the right of both red lines are retarded one or

more years, according to their chronological ages. The pupils

to the left of both red lines are accelerated one or more

years according to their chronological ages. The per cent of

normal pupils was calculated by dividing the total number of

normal pupils in a grade by the total enrollment in the same

grade. This was done for each grade, The percentages of ac-

celerated and retarded pupils were calculated the sameway.

From the data in Table 25, it was found that in the first

grade, 3 per cent of the white pupils were accelerated, 73

per cent were normal, and 24 per cent were retarded, while

2 per cent of the colored pupils were accelerated, 61 per cent

were normal and 37 per cent were retarded. In the second grade,

there were 2 per cent of the white pupils accelerated, 66 per

cent normal and 37 per cent retarded, while there were 3 per

cent of the colored pupils accelerated, 39 per cent normal

and 58 per cent retarded. In the third grade, 5 per cent of

the white pupils were accelerated, 63 per cent were normal and

32 per cent were retarded; while 3 per cent of the colored

pupils were accelerated, 34 per cent were normal and 63 per

cent were retarded. The percentage of accelerated, normal and
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retarded pupils remained about the same for the white pupils

in each grade from the second to the eighth inclusive. A simi-

lar situation existed for the colored pupils. In the ninth

grade, 7 per cent of the white pupils were accelerated, 66 per

cent were normal and 27 per cent were retarded. In the tenth

grade, 9 per cent of the white pupils were accelerated, 71

per cent were normal, and 20 per cent were retarded, while 8

per cent of the colored pupils were accelerated. Sixty per

cent were normal and 32 per cent were retarded. In the eleventh

grade, 13 per cent of the white pupils were accelerated and

87 per cent were normal, while 15 per cent of the colored pupils

were accelerated and 85 per cent were normal.

The percentage ratio of the normal white pupils to the

normal colored pupils was 73 to 61 in the first grade, 66 to

39 in the second grade, 63 to 34 in the third grade, 61 to 31

in the fourth grade, 60 to 32 in the fifth grade, 61 to 30

in the sixth grade, 60 to 31 in the seventh grade, 63 to 38

in the eighth grade, 66 to 45 in the ninth grade, 71 to 60 in

the tenth grade and 87 to 85 in the eleventh grade. It was

found that there was a higher percentage of normal white pupils

than normal colored pupils in every grade.

In comparing the percentage of retardation of the white

and colored pupils in each grade, it was found that the oer-

centage ratio of retarded white pupils to the retarded colored

pupils was 24 to 37 in the first grade, 30 to 58 in the second

grade, 32 to 63 in the third grade, 32 to 66 in the fourth grade,
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33 to 64, in the fifth grade, 31 to 65 in the sixth grade,

33 to 64 in the seventh grade, 31 to 57 in the eighth grade,

27 to 47 in the ninth grade and 20 to 32 in the tenth. The

ratio of the percentage of all the retarded white pupils to all

retarded colored pupils was about 1 to 2.

In comparing the percentage of accelerations and retarda-

tions of white and colored pupils, it was found that the per-

centage ratio of accelerated white pupils to accelerated color-

ed pupils was about 3 to 2 in every grade except two, the ninth

and eleventh.

The findings in regard to the age-grade distribution may

be summarized as follows:

In comparing the accelerated white and the colored pupils,

the ratio was found to be about 3 to 2.

In comparing the normal white and the normal colored

pupils, the ratio was found to be about 3 to 2.

In comparing the retarded white and colored pupils, the

ratio was found to be about 1 to 2.

From these data, one may conclude; first, that the white

schools have a higher percentage of accelerated pupils than the

colored schools have; second that the white schools have a

higher percentage of normal pupils than the colored schools

have; third, that the white schools have a lower percentage

of retarded pupils than the colored schools have,

Graduation Age
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TABLE 26

A COMPARISON OF THE ACE OF HTE AND COLORED PUPILS WHEN THEY
WERE GRADUATED FROM A FOUR-YEAR HIGH SCHOOL

13 Years

14 Years

15 Years

16 Year

17 Years

18 Years

19 Years

20 Years

21 Years
or over

mace

(White
(Colored

White
Colored

(White
(Colored

(White
(Colored

(White
Colored

White
(Colored

(White
(Colored

(White
Colored

Whte

Colored

boys

No.

2

68
5

1019
55

4054
171

5844
313

3525
328

1783
214

561
115

177
48

.01

.4

.4

6
4.4

23.8
13.7

34.3
25

20,7
26.3

10,5
[7.1.

3,3
9.2

1
3,9

Age

No.

6
6

113
3

1789
136

6297
391

68.90
592

2938
464

1056
2,48

331
91

94
32

a I I1

No.

Ems -_ s
6

181
28

2808
191

0351
562

12734
905

6463
792

2839
'62

892
206

271
80

From table 26, it was found that 6.41 per cent of the

white boys and 4.8 per cent of the colored boys were under

sixteen years of age when they were graduated from high school,

and that seventy-eight and eight-tenths per cent of the white

boys and 65 per cent of the colored boys were between sixteen

and eighteen years of age when they were graduated from high

school. Fourteen and eight-tenths per cent of the white boys

.02
02

.5

.9

7.7
5.9

28.3
17.4

34.8
27.8

17.7
24.6

7.8
14.3

2.4
6.4

.8
2.5

_"_" 
l

.3

.6
1.2

9.1
6.8

32.2
19.

35.4
30

15.1
23.5

5,4
12.4

1.7
4.5

.5
1.5
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and 30.2 per cent of the colored boys were over eighteen years

of age when they were graduated from high school.

It was found that 9.73 per cent of the white girls and

8.3 per cent of the colored girls were under sixteen years of

age when they were graduated from high school and that 82.7

per cent of the white girls and 73.3 per cent of the colored

girls were between the ages of sixteen and eighteen when they

were graduated from high school. It was also found that 7.6

per cent of the white girls and 18.5 per cent of the colored

girls were over eighteen years of age when they were graduated.

When both boys and girls were considered, it was found

that 8.22 per cent of the white pupils and 6 per cent of the

colored pupils were under sixteen years of age when they were

graduated and that 80.8 per cent of the white pupils and 69.8

per cent of the colored pupils were between the ages of sixteen

and eighteen when they were graduated. It was also found that

10 per cent of the white pupils and 23.2 per cent of the col-

ored pupils were over eighteen years of age when they were gradu-

ated.

The median age of the white boys when graduated was 17.42

and of the colored boys 18.25, a difference of .73 of a year.

The median age of the white girls when graduated was 17.23

and of the colored girls 17.74, a difference of .51 of a year.

The median age of both white boys and white girls when graduated

was 17.38 and for both colored boys and colored girls it was

17.91. This was a difference of .43 of a year.
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These findings with respect to graduating ages may be

summarized as ollowr:

The median graduating age was .73 of a year higher for
the colored boys than for the white boys. The median graduating

age for the colored girls was .51 of a year higher than for the

white girls. The median for boys and girls combined was .43
of a year higher for the colored pupils than for the white

pupils,

From these data, it may be concluded that the average

age when graduated is .5 of a year higher for the colored pupils
than for the white pupils.

rl- -



CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

The results of the study seem to warrant the following

conclusions:

I. The building value per pupil enrolled in the white

schools was over three times as much as the building value per

pupil enrolled in th colored schools.

II. Nearly twice as much was spent to transport a white

child to school as was spent to transport a colored child to

school.

III. The libraries in the white schools had five times

as many volumes per pupil enrolled as did the libraries in the

colored schools.

IV. The value of libraries, per pupil enrolled, was about

five times as much in the white schools as in the colored schools.

V. The white schools had an annual teachers' salary of

about 1.5 times that of the colored schools.

VI. A higher percentage of the white teachers than the col-

ored teachers held certificates based on a college degree.

VII. The colored teachers had longer teaching experience

than the white teachers.

VIII. The colored teachers had longer tenure than the white

57
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teachers.

IX. The white pupils had a higher average daily attend-

ance than the colored pupils.

X. The colored schools had a higher teacher-pupil ratio

than the white schools.

XI. The white schools had a higher annual cost of in-

struction per pupil enrolled than the colored schools.

XII. The percentage of retardation is greater in the

colored schools than in the white schools and the percentage

of accelerated pupils is greater in the white schools than in

the colored schools.

XIII. The colored pupils had a higher graduating age

than the white pupils.

Recommendations

After making a critical analysis of the data in the fore-

going chapters and assuming that the colored child and the

white child have an equal right to a free public school educa-

tion and t hat the annual operating expenses per pupil should

be the same for both white and colored schools; the following

recommendations are made:

I. Steps should be taken to equalize the educational

opportunities for the white and the colored children.

II. This equalization should be made not by lowering

the expenditures in the white schools but rather by raising

the expen ditures in the colored schools.

III. The Legislature should make more appropriations for
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the public schools.

IV. The special aid to the poor school districts should

be increased.

V. The colored and the white schools should meet the same

standards yet forth by the State Department of Education, and

the st ate should withhold ap portionment and aid to s school dis-

tricts re one or both schools fail to meet the standards.

VI. The buildings of the colored schools should be improv-

ed,

VII. Efforts should be mad to increase the number of vol-

umes in the libraries of the colored schools.

VIII. The annual salaries of the colored teachers should

be raised.

IX. The teacher-pupil ratio in the colored s schools should

be bowored by the addition of teachers.

X. Administrators, teachers, parents, and pupils should

seek to improve the average daily attendance in the colored

schools.
XI. The Legislature should pass a law making it mandatory

that the state per capita be spent on the colored pupils.
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